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Description
This book comprehensively covers surgical management of stone disease, a particularly relevant topic for both
young and experienced urologists. Experts review guidelines and share case experiences to highlight surgical
strategy in various clinical scenarios.
Purpose
This comprehensive review of endourology principles and techniques provides readers with a framework for
decision making in common and challenging cases. This book is packed with knowledge and experience from
experts in the field and should be used as a reference by all endourologists.
Audience
Although the main audience for this book is the young urologist, the wealth of shared experience will benefit
practitioners at all levels of expertise. This book is an easy read – straightforward and concise without much filler,
making it the perfect reference for both a white coat pocket or accessible bookshelf.
Features
To fully benefit from the information provided in the book, there is a baseline functional knowledge of endourology
that is required. This book takes that one step further as it examines and reviews common and often challenging
endourologic cases. The information is presented in a concise and comprehensive format, organized by specific
clinical scenario for east reference. Each chapter identifies a different surgical problem and covers relevant
guidelines, equipment surgical strategy, potential complications, and outcomes to consider while managing the
case. Each chapter includes many valuable pictures, flow charts, and diagrams that are east to follow and enhance
the lesson. Conveniently, the authors have eliminated insignificant filler information such that only high-yield
and important topics are covered.
Assessment
This book is a wonderful resource for both young and experienced urologists. It provides quick, concise, and
comprehensive clinical pearls when approaching common endourologic scenarios and should be used as a reference
when managing these cases.
Score
Weighted Numerical Score: 96 - ****
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